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Abstract
Machine translation of sign language is a complex and challenging problem in computer vision research. In this work, we propose to
handle issues such as hands tracking, feature representation and classification for efficient interpretation of sign language from isolated
sign videos. Hands tracking is attempted in a sequential format with one hand after the other by nullifying the effects of head movement
using serial particle filter. The estimated hand positions in the video sequence are used to extract the hand portions to create a feature
covariance matrix. This matrix is a compact representation of the hand features representing a sign. Adaptability of the feature covariance
matrix is explored in developing relationships with new signs without creating a new feature matrix for individual signs. The extracted
features are then applied to a neural network classifier which is trained with error backpropagation algorithm. Multiple experiments were
conducted on a 181 class signs with 50 sentence formations with 5 different signers. Experimental results show the proposed sequential
hand tracking is closer to ground truth. The proposed covariance features resulted in a classification accuracy of 89.34% with the neural
network classifier.
Keywords: Sequential particle filter tracker; Indian sign language recognition; Covariance features; Artificial neural networks.

1. Introduction
Sign language recognition is a computer vision based intact intricate language that engages signs shaped by hand moments in
amalgamation with facial expressions and postures. It maps
speech communication to human signs and gestures enabling hearing impaired people to communicate with normal people. Dynamic hand movements are involved in gestures and they form signs
such as numbers, alphabets and sentences. Classification of gestures can be identified as both static and dynamic. Static gestures
involve a time invariant finger orientation whereas dynamic gestures support a time varying hand orientations and head positions.
Basically, Sign language is used by the hearing-impaired people
for their communication. Sign language recognition systems forms
a bridge between normal people and hearing-impaired people.
Sign Language Recognition System (SLR) translates sign gestures
into voice or text commands and vice versa primarily to assist deaf
person or hearing-impaired person to communicate with the normal person. A normal person communicates with spoken language
where as a deaf person uses sign language for communication.
A sign language recognition system is based on the five attributes
of a human signer. They are hand and head recognition, hand and
head orientation, hand movement, shape of hand and location of
hand and head (depends up on back ground). Among the five parameters there are two parameters which are most important and
they are hand and head orientation and hand movement in a direction.

There are two types of signs namely stationary and non-stationary
signs. Stationary signs are the signs in which the movement of
hand in describing the sign is one time as shown in the form of
video frames in Fig.1. (a). Whereas, non-stationary signs are the
signs in which the movement of hand is more than one time as
shown in Fig. 1. (b).

Fig. 1: (a) Stationary sign frames of sign “Hello”, (b) Non- stationary sign
frames for a sign “Good Morning”.

Logically sign language understanding consists of linguistic analysis of hands tracking, hands shapes, hands orientations, sign verbalization, head movements and facial expressions. Sign language
is in many ways different from spoken language such as facial and
hand terminology, references in virtual signing space, and grammatical differences as explained.
In this work, we propose to identify hand movements in a sign
sequentially using particle filter tracker and use covariance matrix
to generate features of the tracked hands. A feature covariance
matrix is built for both hands independently with the head removed. The feature covariance matrix is labelled for each sign
class for training with artificial neural networks. This work pro-
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jects the use of independent hands to represent sign. Performance
of the proposed approach with other sign language recognition
models using ANN classifiers is tested based on percentage
recognition.

2. Literature Review
This part of the work discusses algorithms that are state of the art
in addressing the problems in automatic sign language recognition
[1]. However, the developed state of the art algorithms points to
problems related to complexity of the algorithm, execution times
and real-time operations. The objective of this chapter is to introduce the gaps formed in designing a smart sign language machine
translator with the perspective of providing a suitable solution
through this work. Sign language recognition has been a challenging area in multiple scales [2].
A sign language space can be obtained with different entities such
as humans or objects stored in it around a 3Dimensional body
cantered space of the signer. These entities are located with certain
locations and later referenced it by pointing to space. To define a
model for spatial information, containing entities is another challenge faced by researchers [3]. Cyberglove and a Flock of Birds 3D motion tracker extract gesture features of 50 ASL words [4].
Finger joint angles define hand shapes while the motion tracker
provides trajectory features. ANN model is trained and tested with
the mixed set of shape and trajectory features. This work achieved
a recognition rate of 90% [5]. Neelesh Sarawate et al. [6] developed American Sign Language (ASL) word recognition system
supported neural networks and a probabilistic model is conferred.
A Cyber Glove and Flock of Birds area unit won’t to track bending fingers, hand position, and hand orientation. A probabilistic
model supported the Markov chains and HMM is employed to
method the outputs of the feature vectors. The system has accuracy of 95.4% over a vocabulary of 40 ASL words.
The challenging problems in 2D SLR are hand tracking, occlusions on hands and face, background lighting, changing signer
backgrounds and camera sensor dynamics. Some of these challenges are extremely difficult to deal with in the 2D environment.
P.V.V.Kishore et al. [7] projected a skeleton of isolated video
based Indian sign language (ISL) identification system with computational intelligence and image processing methodologies are
integrated. Wavelet based video segmentation procedures are
adopted for detection of hand shapes and head positions. Elliptical
Fourier descriptors achieves unique feature vectors for each individual gesture and linear output membership function based
Sugeno fuzzy inference system recognizes these gestures at a rate
of 96% for a 80 word and 10 sentence trained system.
P.V.V.Kishore et al. [8] recommended an efficient theory of segmentation for SLR in which background in the sign videos is assumed to be non-static. Profuse attributes of images such as color,
texture, and boundary are fused for the level sets energy function
detraction. Colour frames are extracted and utilized as per the
background requirement of the video frames. Spatial information
is provided by edge mapping and boundary features are obtained
through edge map of image. Gesture shapes are enumerated dynamically and are assumed to be adaptive in the entire process of
segmentation of video frames.
Tzuu-Hseng et al. [9] endorsed a system for the realization of
gestures using ABC based Markov Model. Filtered data from
AHRS sensors undergo principle component analysis for redundant data elimination and feature vector acquisition. ABC-HMM
serves the purpose of classifier with the number of hidden states
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obtained from k means algorithm. This work also provides a comparison of achieved recognition rate with various classifiers related to Markova models and is found to present encouraging recognition rates compared to other classifiers.
Li Chun wang et al. [10] embarked a model which could measure
the closeness of video in Chinese sign language. This model considers sign semantics which defines the hand shape, location, orientation and vision component which is distance based on VLBP.
The experimental results of this model proved effective assessment of measuring similarity. More research related material on
2D models and the corresponding research challenges can be
found in [11]- [14]. The other challenge for researchers lies in
converting the detected signs into meaningful sentences [15].
Kinect sensor captures 3D depth images which are sometimes
combined with RGB color video data to form an RGB-D video
images. 3D sign language is explored to an extent with these sensors in the recent times. Almeida et al. [16], RGB-D (red, green,
blue and depth) images of signers to extract seven different features of Brazilian sign language. The extracted multiple features
are classified with multi class Support vector machine classifier.
This approach registered a recognition rate of 80% on a set of
10,000 sign frames.
Shao-ZiLi et al. [17], developed a feature learning approach based
on sparse auto-encoder (SAE) and principle component analysis
for sign language with RGB-D inputs. The features from RGB and
D images are learned using a convolutional neural network and
then the extracted learned features are fused using principle component analysis. Experimental results of ASL recorded a recognition rate in the range 75 to 99.2%.
The 3D data from Kinect sensor consists of hand trajectories [18],
orientations and velocities [19] from a single depth image. Features such as 3D body joint locations [20] and Fingers earth movers distance (FEMD) [21] are used for sign classification.
This work is the extension of our previous model [22], which uses
various shape features to represent a continuous sign video sequence with Adaboost classifier. However, multi feature fusion on
transformed features has resulted in a large noise component
around the signer which reduced recognition rate for large length
sentences. This component is addressed in this work by using
sequential hand tracking using particle filter [23], which tracks
hands separately one after the other in case of two hand signs.
Visual hand tracking has been attempted in the past using optical
flow, kalman filter and extended kalman filter [24]. However,
these models performed poorly due to the non-consideration of
local hand information in multiple object tracking. Large movements are exceptionally well tracked in a multi-object environment, whereas for slower movements or objects moving with various speeds, the performance of these algorithms is not well established.
Hence in this work, we propose to track each hand separately as
proposed in [26]. The estimated hand portions are extracted and a
feature covariance matrix is constructed from the parameterized
hand sub image frames in the entire video sequence. The features
are flattened to create a unique feature vector representing a sign
class. For each sign the length of the video sequence is curtailed to
4 seconds or 120 frames. Finally, each class vector is called the
training set for the ANN. Different test subjects are used to train
and test the proposed ANN model.
The rest of the paper is organized as: section 3 deals with methodology, results and discussion is in section 4 and section 5 concludes the work.
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3.

Continuous Sign Language Recognition

This section provides an elaborated discussion on the procedures
of the proposed method for Indian sign language recognition. The
block diagram of the proposed method is shown in fig.2.

3.1. Hand Identification
The focus of this work is to classify signs based on hand movements in a continuous sign video sequence. To isolate the hand
movements from the other noisy movements attached to the human body such as head, we first remove the head portion of the
signer. For this, Vola and Jones [27], face detection algorithm is
applied on the raw sign sequence to extract face region of the
signer. The extracted face is then removed from the actual sign
video during hand identification for accurate hand tracking.
For hand segmentation, the face masked frames are consecutively
subtracted using background subtraction algorithm [28]. Since the
background in our video sequences is uniform, we propose a simple reference frame subtraction model. In this model, the first
frame without hand movements is taken as a reference frame and
the remaining frames are subtracted from the reference frame. The
moving hands are obtained by setting a threshold on the subtracted
frames. The threshold is generated using the maximum change in
the subtracted frame.

Fig. 2: Block diagram of the Proposed Model for Continuous sign language recognition.

The above process of face detection and hand extraction through
background subtraction is illustrated in fig.3.
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3.2. Sequential particle filter
The primary objective of particle filter is tracking objects in a time
series data provided the previous time step and the observable data
at the pervious time step [26]. Particle filter can successfully track
both hands or single hand in a sign language video sequence.
However, to reduce ambiguity in tracking due to hand identification problem, the works in [26] propose to track individual hands
independently in a serial fashion. In this work, we track left and
right hands one after the other, whichever hand is detected or identified first.
Let the observation vector at any time instance or at any frame
occurrence in a video sequence t is modelled as
xt   xt , yt , d x , d y ,vtx , vty  , where xt is a state vector. The variables
 xt , yt  are the position vectors of the moving object with velocities in the directions  vtx , vty  . The variables  d x , d y  are hand
sizes in terms of width and height of the hand in the frame defined
along x and y dimensions. The dynamic particle filter model is
formulated as
 xt  1 0 1 0   xt 1   nx 
y  
  y  n 
 t  0 1 0 1   t 1   y 
 d x  1 0 0 0   d tx1   nd x 
 
(1)
xt     

 d y  0 1 0 0   d ty1   nd y 
 v x  0 0 1 0   x   
v
n
 t  
  t 1   v x 
y
y
 
 vt  0 0 0 1   vt 1   nv y 
nx , n y  N  0, xy2  ,
nd x , nd y  N  0, d2x d y 
Where
and
2
nv x , nv y  N  0, v x v y  are zero mean noise terms with displacement variance  xy2 , hand dimension variance  d2x d y and velocity
variance  v2x v y respectively. The hand dimension is generally ignored by most of the researchers due to the fixed focal distance of
the camera on the signer. However, in sign language as shown in
fig.3, the hand dimension changes constantly in majority of the
frames. This poses a problem in detection of hand in the later
stages. Moreover, the researchers in [26], normalized these hand
variations for computing the covariance matrix. In this work, we
use the same dimension of the hand extract and use it as a parameter for particle filter, where it was ignored by many previous
works on sign language hand tracking.
After background subtraction, as shown in fig.3 last row, the hand
intensities are used as an input to the particle filter observation
matrix. From the hand intensity values in each frame, we compute
the centre of the intensity hand region as shown in fig.3. The centres of the hand region on normalized pixel intensities z t is computed as

zt 
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i
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A

i

(2)

Where A is the area of the hand object d x  d y . The hand centres
are calculated as
Fig. 3: (a) Reference background frame, (b) Frame 22, (c) Frame 24, (d)
Frame 26, (f) Frame 28 and each column has identified extracted face,
masked face and frame subtracted for hand identification.
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The first frame of the signed video sequence is used as reference
frame for all video sequences. This gives the initial state of the
particles which are used to find the next state of the particles in all
frames. In the subsequent stages, all particles are assigned in four
different stages, namely, prediction, weight updation, estimation
and resampling. In the prediction stage, the state xt of the nth particle is calculated based on the previous observed state xt 1 . The
corresponding particle weight z t is determined by the observation
model. The final estimated state is computed as

Fvt  I h  x, y  , xt , yt , I h  x, y  ,  2 I h  x, y 
(8)
Each object in the feature matrix Fvt is a different sized cell arrays.
Computing covariance on this vector is not possible when all
frame is considered at once. The idea of covariance matrix from
the generated feature vector is to reduce the dimensionality of the
feature matrix for a T frame video sequence. The covariance matrix in our algorithm is computed on a frame’s feature vector to
create a sparse coded 5×1 vector feature covariance matrix. The
5×1 feature covariance matrix for a frame t is computed as

N

xt   xtn ztn

(5)

n 1

The weights are re-sampled, so that equal weights can be reassigned to the new particles. In this work this is a two-pass algorithm. In the first pass, right hand is tracked and in the second pass
left hand is tracked. After the first hand is tracked and locations
are estimated, the right-hand portion is masked and the other hand
is tracked. Fig.4. shows the two-hand sequential particle filter on a
sign video sequence.
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where mvt is the mean of the features. Instead of averaging on all
covariance matrices as in [26], we rearrange the covariance values
in the form of a vector representing the entire sign video sequence.
The final covariance feature vector per video sign class is

 C1f 
 2
C f 
F
CS   . 
 
 . 
C T 
 f 15T

(10)

The 5T, where T is number per video frames per sign class, represents 5 covariance values per frame multiplied by total number of
frames. The covariance values are then normalised with the maximum value in the vector for feature value normalization. Similar
features are generated for each sign class in the database, which
are then used as training samples for the artificial neural network.
Uniqueness of these features for four sign class as a box plot is
shown in fig.5.

Fig. 4: Sequential particle filter (a) Masked left hand for right hand tracking, (b) Tracked right hand, (c) Masked left hand for left hand tracking and
(d) Tracked left hand.

3.3. Covariance Matrix features
In [26], feature covariance matrix is constructed using the hand
cantered squared region for every frame t . In this work, the hand
region is not normalized and the hand regions are used as extracted from the original frame. The dimensions are not squared in this
our case. The computation of covariance matrix is achieved on
features extracted from the hand regions. The first feature is the
location of the hand in the video frames, which is estimated from
the state vector of the particle filter  xt , yt  . The location centred
hand neighbourhood pixel intensities are represented as the 2nd
feature, I h  x, y  . These are the pixel values in the region over
green colored bounding box on the hand in fig.4(b) & (d).
The other two features are computed by 1st order gradient vector
and 2nd order gradient vector computed on the extracted hand regions I h  x, y  as

I h  x, y  

I h I h

x y

 2 I h  x, y  

2Ih 2Ih
 2
x 2
y

The final feature matrix for a sign frame t is obtained as

(6)

(7)

Fig. 5: Uniqueness of Covariance Features per sign

3.4. Artificial Neural Network for Sign Classification
These unique sets of features are used to train the Artificial Neural
Network that learns by updating its weights from error calculated
by difference between actual outputs and predicted outputs. The
output of the neural network will drive a text based class label to
corresponding sign. The output of ANN is a probability score that
points to the maximum possibility class in the 181 class labels.
ANN is trained using error back propagation algorithm with gradient descent learning model.
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Multiple types of ANN’s are tested in this work ranging from
small training samples to large training samples with single and
multiple hidden layers. The multiple hidden layer ANN is called
deep ANN. Cross subject training and testing is experimented.
One of the few systems that can handle our large data matrices is
Feed-Forward Artificial Neural Network (ANN). The dimensionally reduced feature matrix is given as input for training the feedforward neural network shown in Fig.6.
Generally, a Feed-Forward neural network is a combination of
three layers of neurons: input layer, hidden layer and output layer.
The neurons in these layers are activated by using a nonlinear
sigmoid activation function [29]. Let xi , j  itr  , where
1  i  N and 1  j  M , be the input to the neural network
derived from feature matrix. Where M and N denote the number
of columns and rows of feature matrix. itr is the number of
iterations called Epochs in neural network terminology. The
neural network outputs are denoted by yi , j  itr  where
1  i  N and 1  j  M .

M

yk  itr   f   x jk  itr  w jk  itr   bk 
 j 1


(13)

where M is the number of neurons in the j th layer for k th
neuron.
The covariance feature for each sign class becomes the input to
the network and the targeted outputs are class labels represented as
a binary matrix uniquely representing each class. Initial weight
matrix is randomly chosen for each test. Therefor multiple trains
of the network were needed to get the correct estimate. The target
matrix is binary having the same size as the input matrix. Learning
rate and momentum factor were 0.2 and 0.9 respectively. Error
tolerance for all training and testing phase is set at 0.01.
The next section presents the results of the experimentation on 50
sign sentences from a 181-class word database of Indian sign language.

4. Results and Discussion
This section presents the experiments of the proposed method and
database on which the method is being tested. We present the
results of the proposed model against some of the sign language
recognition models using ANN classifier with recognition rate as
the performance measure. The percentage recognition is computed
as

R% 

True _ Positive
 100
True _ Positive  False _ Positive

(14)

4.1. The Database

Fig. 6: ANN used for training and testing the Sign classifier.

The back-propagation algorithm follows the following steps in
determining the output as discussed in [29]. The output of j th unit
in the first hidden layer is calculated from the values in the hidden
layer as
M

y j  itr   f   xi  itr  wij  itr   bi 
 i 1


(11)

We consider the Indian sign language database used in [14]. It has
181 words created with 5 test subjects under laboratory conditions.
The background is simple and the video noise is almost eliminated
during recording. The motion blur caused by the camera is kept
minimum. The words are carefully crafted for regular usage, such
as, good, morning, evening, how, you, woman, mother, men, shop,
sport etc. From these words we have organized them in to 50
sentences for 10 to 12 words each or a combination of sentences.
The videos are recoded at 30 frames per second with a resolution
of 360×640 dimensions. Four camera angles in full color mode are
used for capturing the signs for multi view representation.
However, we use only the front view data for this
experimentation.

4.2. Tracker Performance
where M is number of neurons in the hidden layer, wij is the
weight vector connecting i th unit in between hidden layer and
input layer and j th unit in between hidden layer and output layer.
bi is the bias value of j th unit in hidden layer. f   is the
activation function which we choose as sigmoid function define as
f

 

1
1 e

 xij  itr 

The output layer output is calculated as

(12)

Sequential particle filter tracker (SPFT) used in this work is
estimating individual hand positional values based on the input
video sequence. To ascertain the performance of the sequential
particle tracker, we compared our tracking results with actual
positional values computed using the ground truth model. The
SPFT outputs are compared with optical flow based hand tracking
[14], skin color and differential blob based in [30] and kalman
filter based tracker in [31]. The visual results are compared against
the ground truth on a set of frames of a sign language video
sequence in fig.7.
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4.3. ANN Classifier with same train and test vectors –
Single Subject

4.4. ANN Classifier with different train and test vectors
– 2 Subjects

The first training batch is a fifty 12-sign sentences from a train
subject having 4 instances of the same sentence, which is named
as ANN_1. The normalized feature covariance matrix has 3250
vectors in the feature matrix. The input layer has 3250 neurons,
2178 hidden neurons and 12 class labels as output neurons. The
network is shown in fig.8.

In this experiment, we use the same trained ANN from the previous experiment and test the ANN_1 with a different test subject.
The confusion matrix for this experiment is shown in fig.10. The
recognition for a 12 – word sentence is shown in fig.10, which
resulted in a recognition rate of 82.3%. Across all 50 sentences,
the recognition rate dipped by 6% and recorded as 76.5%. This is
due to overfitting of the data to the model during the training
phase of the network.

Fig. 7: (a) Proposed SPFT, (b) optical flow in [14], (c) Kalman filter in
[30] and (d) Skin blob differentiator in [31].

Fig. 10: Confusion matrix for different train and test subject.

Fig. 8: ANN_1 Classifier.

The network is trained and tested with the same subject on 50
sentences of each 12-word length. For example, “Hi Good Morning, Going to Watch Movie, Without Helping Mother and Father”
is a 12- word sentence used for testing. Fourteen such sentences
were crafted out of 181 – word dataset. The confusion matrix as
shown in fig.9. for the same train and test data on the proposed
ANN resulted in a recognition rate of 98.1%. For all the 50 sentences, the average recognition for same training and test data has
resulted in an average recognition rate of 96.44%. The average
training epochs are 18569 for the 181-word training data.

Fig. 9: Confusion matrix for same test and train data for a 12-word sign
sentence.

The recognition rate decrease is attributed to linearity in network
processed output data in the hidden layers. To increase the nonlinearity in the output vectors of hidden layer, more versatile data
samples per sign are required for training. In the next experiment,
we re-train the ANN_1 with a feature covariance matrix generated
from another subject.

4.5. ANN Classifier with different two sample train and
two sample test vectors – 4 Subjects
This experiment shows the performance of the classifier for multiple training samples for the 181 – word classes. The results for the
same 12 – word sentence for this experiment is shown in fig.11.

Fig. 11: Confusion matrix for two sample training and two different subject testing.
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The average recognition for the 12 – word sentence is around
88.2%. For the 50 sentences, it was recorded as 86.89%. However,
the number of epochs has nearly doubled to 36569, as the number
of samples doubled in this experiment. All other parameters of the
network are kept constant from the previous experiments.
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Table 1: Validating the proposed features against the previous works with
ANN.
Same
Cross
Features+ANN
Subject
Subject
Performance Measures

R%

R%

DCT+ANN[7]

88.02

75.23

4.6. ANN Classifier with different 3 sample train and 2
sample test vectors – 5 Subjects

Wavelet+ANN[34]

90.25

78.96

LBP+ANN[22]

92.36

81.03

Further, we re-trained the network with 3 samples per sign and
tested with 2 unseen samples. Fig.12. gives the confusion matrix
for this experiment. The average recognition has reached 90.25%
for 50-word sentences. The increase in recognition rate is due to
the large training data shown to the network for learning versatile
features from the normalized covariance features of multiple subjects.
To validate the proposed model, we used two attributes in the
form of features and the classifier. For feature vector validation
we use multiple feature extraction models reported in literature for
training with ANN classifier. In the second validation, multiple
classifiers are used on the proposed feature matrix to check the
performance of the ANN classifier against popular state-of-the-art
classifier models. All classifiers are tested in cross subject mode,
where the classifier is trained with one subject data and tested with
another subject data.

SIFT+ANN [33]

84.26

72.32

HOG+ANN [35]

92.96

80.25

Fourier Descriptors + ANN[12]

86.23

81.58

Optical flow+ANN[14]

87.36

74.23

DTW+Fourier Descriptors+ANN[32]

94.63

82.96

Proposed Covariance Features+ANN

96.44

90.25

Fig. 13: Region of Convergence Curves for Feature Validation.

4.8. Classifier validation

Fig. 12: Confusion matrix for 3 sample training and 2 sample testing confusion matrix for 12 – word sentence.

4.7. Feature vector validation
Table-1 reports the multiple types of classifiers used to represent
2D sign language data trained with ANN classifiers. The validation is checked based on the recognition rate computed from true
positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR). TPR is the actual
number of samples classified as a class as trained, whereas FPR
defines the number of samples classified as a differently trained
sample when a sample is shown to the network. All the checks are
made using same subject and cross subject validation.
The region of convergence (ROC) curves was plotted in fig.13 for
all the 50 sign sentences used in our work for the following features classified with ANN. The parameters of the ANN were modified according the input vectors used during training and testing.
ROC curves point to the extent the feature vector is useful in
maintaining inter class variations in the closely related signs.

In this final part, different classifiers are validated for the computed feature matrix. We used eight classifiers from literature on our
feature vector for training and testing. The comparisons are tabulated in table - 2.
Table 2: Validating the proposed ANN Classifier against the state – of –
the – art.
Same
Cross
Classifiers Used for SLR
Subject
Subject
Performance Measures

R%

R%

Fuzzy Inference Engine [14]

91.02

85.23

Minimum Distance classifier [13]

92.25

78.96

Adaboost Classifier [22]

92.16

88.03

HMM [36]

94.26

89.32

K – Means [9]

89.96

75.25

ANN Probabilistic Model [6]

90.23

87.58

Fuzzy C – Means [37]

92.36

84.23

Kernel Matching [38]

95.63

85.96

Our Proposed Covariance Features + ANN

96.44

90.25

The table clearly points to the superiority of the proposed model
against the other popular classifiers in literature. The ROC curves
on 50 sign sentences is plotted in fig.14 for the classifiers in table2. The ROC curves show the ability of the classifiers to classify a
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test sign accurately in its targeted class label. The curves should
align sharply towards the true positive axis for better accuracy.
This means that the signs are classified as labelled originally by
the classifier.

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

Fig. 14: Region of Convergence Curves for classifier performance.
[12]

5. Conclusion
The proposed work gives an insight into an artificial neural network based sign language recognizer with normalized covariance
features as input training vector. Sequential hand tracking of both
hands is accomplished using sequential particle filter. Each hand is
tracked separately using the particle filter by masking head and
other hand during tracking phase. The tracked position vectors are
used to extract the hand regions in each frame. From the extract
hand sub images in each frame, five features are computed on
them to create a bulk feature matrix. Covariance is computed with
normalization to create a compact size feature vector per frame.
For a sign video, the covariance matrices of all frames are concatenated serially to construct a feature vector. The feature vector for
all signs is used to provide training to an artificial neural network.
The classifier network is tested exclusively on 50 sentences of 12
– words each of Indian sign language. The proposed classifier
model recorded a recognition rate of 90.25%, which is better than
most classifiers in literature.

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]

[18]
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